
 

 

 

 
Global Vision Introduces Scan Wet-ink™ a State-of-the-Art 
Wet Ink Roll Scanner for the Printing Industry  
 
New roll scanner for smudge-free scanning of printed components 
 

Montreal, CANADA, February 21, 2013 – Global Vision, the industry leader in the development of 
automated proofreading solutions, today announced the release of its new custom wet ink roll scanner 
(Scan Wet-ink™) for digital scanning of packaging components.  

Using state-of-the-art technology Scan Wet-ink is designed to 
not absorb or smudge ink on a press sheet. The non-
absorbency characteristics of Scan Wet-ink further reduces the 
possibilities of transferring cross-contaminants from one 
sample to the next, ensuring quality results.   

Scan Wet-ink provides valuable benefits to printing companies 
by eliminating the time consuming and costly need to scan by 
overhead methods or the use of dryers. The solution also 
offers excellent image quality, fast and accurate scans for any 
type of media.    

“Global Vision is committed to bringing high value products and 
solutions to market that businesses count on,” said Reuben 
Malz, President of Global Vision. “The new Scan Wet-ink 
delivers the capabilities that printing companies require today 
to keep their workplace productive.” 
 
Scan Wet-ink is designed to require no special maintenance or cleaning schedule; keeping you up and 
running at all times. 
 
About Global Vision 
Global Vision is the world leader in the design and delivery of automated proofreading solutions. Its 
complete suite of advanced solutions featuring text-based, pixel-based and Braille inspection 
technologies are designed to eliminate printed artwork, text verification, and text comparison related 
errors, providing end-to-end security at every stage of the workflow process.  
 
Global Vision solutions are widely interoperable and have received commercial endorsement from the 
world’s leading Pharmaceutical, Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG), and Artwork Management 
companies.   
 
Headquartered in Montreal, Canada, Global Vision has worldwide representation. For more information, 
please visit www.GlobalVisionInc.com. 
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